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Case Number: S2108000156 

 
Release Date: June 2021    
 
Symptom/Vehicle Issue:  CEL (Check Engine Lamp) On, DTC Turbocharger Wastegate Control 

Circuit Low 
 

Customer Complaint/Technician Observation: Owner complains the check engine lamp is 

on and that the vehicle lacks power. Technician observation, PCM is setting P2045 Turbocharger 
Wastegate Control Circuit Low and can be stored or active.  
 

Repair Procedure:  Inspect the harness routing at the Turbo inlet tube for any signs of a pinched 

harness or harness chaffing damage that may have occurred; isolate and repair as needed. If no 
suspect damage to the harness, check the terminals at the waste gate solenoid connector and secure 
or repair any D2932A connector terminals that are loose, spread or damaged; repair kit (full) 
68364260AA. Fig 1, 2.   
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